Stanislaw Mid ura ON SOLUTIONS OF SYSTEMS OF FUNCTIONAL EQUATIONS DETERMINING SOME SUBSEMIGROUPS
OF THE GROUP V 6 1. Let R be the set of real numbers, and Ro = R \ {0}. In the set Ro x R 5 we introduce the following operation 5 
xjx 2 ).
The set Ro x R 5 with the operation (1.1) is a group, which is denoted by Li (cf. [2] ).
It is known that the right hand side of (1.1) expresses the derivatives of order n, n = 1,...,6, for some composed function f(t) = F ((j>(t) In the first part of the paper we shall deal with the determination of subsemigroups of the group Lg, in which three parameters are functions of the others or some others.
In the second and third part of the paper we determine subsemigroups of the group Lg in which four parameters are functions of the others.
In the paper [12] there were detemined subsemigroups of the group Lg in which the last parameter is a function of the others or some of the others. Subgroups or subsemigroups of the groups L* s = 2,3,4,5, were determined by means of functional equations in the paper from [2] to [15] besides [6] . where p is an abitrary real number. By Lemma 1 in [9] it follows that the general solution of the equation (1.8) is a family of functions of the form 
-l).
Note that the left hand sides of (1.19) and (1.20) are equal, and so are the right hand sides. Hence
Let us consider the above equality only for y\ from the set of rational numbers. From this and from the fact that <j > is additive it follows that (1.21) takes the form
By the above equality it follows that
Hence (1.19) takes the form
It is easily checked that every function of the form (1.24) satisfies the equation (1.12).
We then proved LEMMA 
where p, k, I are reals.
2. By /, g, /i, H we denote functions such that :loXl-»R. Denote (2.1) P 24 56 = {(®i,/(a:i,a;3),a;3,5f(a;i,a;3),/i(a;i,®3),/r(a;i,a;3)) : xi £ R 0 ,£3 G R}.
Analogously as in the case of P456 one proves that the set P2456 is closed with respect to the operation (1.1) if and only if the functions f,g,h,H verify the following system of functional equations By (3.12) and Theorem 1 in [5] it follows that a unique solution of (3.8) is a constant function (3.14)
F 1 (x 3) = 1.
In view of (3.14) the equation (3.9) where c is an arbitrary real number.
In view of (3.14), the equation (3.10) assumes the form (3.17)
Let us consider (3.18) F(x + y) = F(x) + F(y) + bxy,
where F : R R is an unknown function, and b 6 R. It is easily checked that if F satisfies (3.18) then the function
is additive. Each function of the form
where (f> is an arbitrary additive function verifies (3.18). We have shown
LEMMA 2. The general solution of the equation (3.18) is a family of functions of the form (3.19) where (f> is an additive function.
In the general solution of the equation (3.17) is a family of functions of the form (3.20)
where 4> is an additive function.
Substituting (3.14), (3.16) in (3.11) we get It follows by Lemma 2 that the general solution of (3.21) is a family of functions of the form
where ip is an additive function. We have proved tion class (3.12) and (3.13) is a family of quadraples of functions of the form  (3.14), (3.16), (3.20), (3.22) , where c is an arbitrary real constant, and <j>, tp are arbitrary additive functions. Unique sets of the form (3.7) closed with respect to (1.1)  in the class of functions satisfying (3.12) and (3.13) are the sets { (1,0, x 3 , cx 3 , <f>(x 3 ) + 5^3, ip(x 3 6) and (4.7) .
THEOREM 4'.
Now we are concerned with the determination of subsemigroups of the group Lg of the form F^xFxiy) where is an additive function. Observe that under the assumptions (4.13) and (4.14) we solved the system (4.9)-(4.12) similarly as (3.8)-(3.11) under the assumptions (3.12) and (3.13).
We then have 
